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The above cover (in the collection of :Mr.J .Barry) carried contents 
insured for 500 roubles and was hanaed in to the Russian Post Office e,t iCasl-1gar 
(Sinkia.ng) on the 29th May, 1918, franked 6R 40Kop. It y;as :iespatche:i _by ,~he 
Chinese firm of Toon Shen for transit to their office in ~ientsin. As -trimsport 
for outgoing mail WEa.s not available every day", the letter :iij not le2,-e '...l.2·,.til. 
June 14th (backstamped). The ba.ck bezrs five wrut seals inscribed "K£s..l-ig2r, 
.Agency in China, Insured Packet". .As far as is knovm this is the lateEt .irate 
recorded for the despatch of mail from this Russi<1n office abroe,d. 
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RUSSIAN POST OFFICES .ABROAD 

By Dr. R. Seichter 

For q_ui te a long time, Russian Post Offices Abroad have been the subject of 
research based on postal correspondence, postal documents, travellers' guides, and 
maps. In recent months, a team or members of the B.S.R.P , has concentrated on the 
field of Russian Post Offices in Manchuria, and the relentless efforts of Messrs. 
A.Cronin, W,Kethro, W,Stephen and Dr. A.H,Wortman yielded magnificent results, not 
only by the addition of many new names of Post Offices to those already known, but 
aJ.sol:u drawing up complete lists of aJ.l stations and haJ.ts of the riilwaylines, 
and detennining the exact location on the map of each of these, and their distance 
from the terminaJ.s. Further help was given by Dr.L ,Snefireff, who checked many of 
these finds. 

As President of the U .P. V. , I Llll in the fortunate position of having at my 
disposal an original Postal Guide or the Russian Empire of the year 1914, which, 
in its 794 pages, contains all the information needed for this study . 

Incited by a number of requests f'rom Mr . S .D. Tchilinghirian, I established 
a list of all the Post Offices in Manchuria contained in the Postal Guide, and I 
have thus been able to check and further widen the work of the above-mentioned 
gentlemen, and to bring it in all likelihood to its normal conclusion, by ascertaining 
which of these stations and haJ.ts had a Post Of'f'ice in operation. The list 
published hereunder was originaJ.ly prepared in alphabetical order, but it was found 
preferable to re-arrange it on a geographical basis, for the purpose of' showing the 
location of each station on the Chinese Eastern Railway, and the distance in 
Russian versts from the terminal, thus incorporating in it all the additional 
valuable information secured by the other menibers of the teame P.. map of' Manchuria, 
drawn by Mr.Tchilinghirian is also included: it contains all stations and. halts of' 
the Russian-controlled Chinese Eastern Railway, known to have existed in 1914. 

It has thus been possible to introduce an appreciable number of new names 
into the list, and at the same time to give the correct spelling in Russian of some 
other names previously known under an inaccurate spelling, due to errors on maps 
consulted. Surprisingly, a few names submitted to me by Mr. Tchilinghirian, some of 
them of rather large towns ( such as Ninguta), were not to be found in the Postal 
Guide, although one would imagine that they should have had a Russian Post Of'fice . 
The reasons for their absence are unknovm to me, but perhaps they will prove an 
incentive to further research. 

For the convenience of readers, the f'ollowing lists include all stations and 
halts of the Chinese Eastern Railway as of 1914 . Those which had Post Offices at 
that date, according to the Postal Guide, are followed by the letter ".A"; the 
others, followed by the letter "B", must be presumed to have had no Post Office then, 
although they may have been provi-ded with one betwe.en 1914 and 1920. The nruoos are 
given in Russian characters, according to the spelling of the Postal Guide, followed 
by the English translation , All names preceded by e. distance in versts are stations; 
those without this indication are halts , It will be noticed that all stations without 
exception had a Post Of'f'ice. As regards the halts, some of them had one, others had 
not. It is therefore possible that more of them received one before 1920. 

I also availed myself of this opportunity to extract from the Postal Guide 
the names of Russian Post Offices in other parts of China, in Persia, and in the 
Khanates of Bukhara and Khiva, under Russian protectorate " These names are given in 
separate lists, with appropriate comments. 
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RUSSI.fi.N POST OFFICES IN MJi.NCHURIA 

A) CHINESE EASTERN RJ>.II..,WJ..Y: section MJ..NCHZh1JRIP. to KHJl.RBIN 

Versts: 

0 J,,\Al(l,~K<.'::f Pljl. 
(A~ Manchzhuria (Man-Chu-Li~, town. 

MAMb~>K!:IPI~ ~! Mancr..zhuria (Man-Chu-Li , station 
A6ArAT~~ .Abagatui 

28 A*AJ\A~KoPb A DzhalEiinor 
57 4ArAKl, A Tsagan 
86 XOPXo)(-r,3 A Khorkhonte 

116 .BA tU, r1::1 Hl, A Vangun 
146 ~ r!:H(0Pl:t A Ugunor 
176 XAK.IIA,.b A Khailar 
202 .XAK3 A Khake 
228 'Ot<.A P0N.1".3 A Chzharomte 
253 JI K3\IJl1. A Yakeshi 
283 /t\ SI M bJl ':IX 3 A Myandukhe 
312 ~MYPb J .. Urrur 

(xoPro) B Khorgo 
340 ~PEK1"3 A . Irekte 
349 XMHbrAlfb A Khingan 

Tt'f.1".ftR A Petlya . 
372 .6~X3A'J A Bukhedu 
400 '"'~ A Yalu 
429 f,APKN\1> A Barim 
459 ><AKJ\AC!:f A Khailasu 
4f37 '4>ttAJ\AH b'T.!:I H~ 

I! Chzhalanttm 
517 "IM)<rHClt-XAMl, Chingis-Khan 
545 H$1Kb '43blu.lA tfb Nyantszyshan 
574 -r~P"IHXA I! Turchikha 
603 X~P.X~PA Khurkhura 

q,~J\" •3f' .L\K Fulya-Erdi 
623 '4 ~U.', M KA Pn (A Tsitsikar 
651 JI Mb1"!:Utbi~IO, 

~A 
Yantuntun 

678 C"0.XAO143Jtl J.. Syaokhaotszy 
708 .RAMAlVI H bl41bl ~! Lama.d.yant szy 
728 CAPT~ Sartu 
758 AHbAA 

~! Anda 
788 C~Hn, Sun 
818 MAH bro~ Mangou 
847 JJ.~HU.~HbWA)(b !~ Dui tsinshan 

(ME1"AK3M) Metaizi 
876 XAPiM"~- 80&<,SAJI!) A Kh !U'bin-Vokzal 

X A P ,& M l{l,-Tf P~ C1"A.tll, A Kb.erbin-Pristan 
XAPJH(HJ, A Kharbin (tovm, G.P.O.) 
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RUSSIAN POST OFFICES IN M.ANCHURI.A 

B) CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY: section KHJ>..RBIN to POGRANICHNP.YA 

Versts: 

876 XA f.6 ~Ml>· Bo K3AJtb (A) Kherbin-Vokzal 
APOBJ\HOK (A) Drovyanoi 

885 C1'APbl~ XAPJ;KHl, 

~:~ Stari.i Kharbin 
('i E 'i b rA ~31>) Chengauz 

915 AWHXA (or AWHX.3) 

lil 
Ashikhe 

934 3PU,E. HA~ H b U.3111 Ertsendyantszy 
950 C,:I o J\ H Hb Syaolin 

(3 P .a A X E U.3 bO Erda.khetszy 
970 MAO3PU1AHb Maoershan 

(X~HX':t~CK1i9 Khunkhuzskii 
H.OSbl K Novii 

1000 ~ U,3 ¾h\ )11. Utszimi 
~U,3~N\1'\X3 Utszimikhe 

1028 1-{M"Hbno Imyanpo 
CA MOX BAJ\0.SO Samokhvalovo 

1056 .8E~WAXE !l Veishakhe 
-'l .6110 H 1'l Yahlonya 

1085 W \"-1"0S X 3 U.3b\ Shitoukhetszy 
""'AAX3U.3bl ~1~ Lidakhetszy 

1109 rAoJI lltHbU.lbl Gaolintszy 
CAPAX3U.3bl !tj Sarakhetszy 

1131 )(AH b..[).AO X E U,3 bi Khandaol:hetszy 
CAHAABOAM Sendavodi 

1161 U&AHbUl\.i (A Shanshi 
1189 XAKJIKKb (A) Khailin 
1208 /t\YAA 1-\b U.3Jt H b 

~!~ Mudantszyan 
3XO Ekho 

1230 .MoAAO Ulj-< (A) Moda.oshi 
HAroPHbl K 

(A~ Nagornii 
1254 AAM.MA.ro~ (A Daimagou 

(1tEJIHH~X3) (B) Pellintskhe 
1278 M':JJI ~~l, t) Mulin 

(l-tJ\ \<tH CKltt) !~ Ilinski 
1309 N\AU,.s\0)(3 Matsyaokhe 

(xYllM~ X3) !l Khulmikhe 
1330 1"A¾'tt\HtJ\~¾b Taipinlin 
1345 C 1,iJU( HbX3 Silinkhe 
1366 c.~ 0 C~Kq,bH(}> :~ Syaosuifyn 

($A.O.AX.3U,3b9 .. Badakhetszy 
1388 1focPA.1Uf'IKMI J,J. MA.tib'fH(~ t't K 

~!~ Pogranichnaya v Menchurii 
1for~Al01'0(AJI lU, 1TPE.At.Jt~1, PN;ranicl>..naya v Predyelakh Manchurii 

.MA\.41,'f~P•~ 
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Versts: 

RUSSI/1.N POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA 

C) CHINESE EASTERN mWAY: section KH.ARBIN to KUANCHENTSZY 

0 
31 
48 
79 
96 

115 
123 

152 
169 
197 
222 

XAPSH}(~ -8ot<3AJU, 
':1~3-'l 
IU~ A 1-{'(E },(1't~ 

U,A\4.~3j\(O~ 
CAKb·'iA)(3 

t/. 

-rAOJIA K 't>KAO 
(11'J1A1"♦0PM.» 1~3 .e;) 

JlOMblHb 
.&~XAR 
M EK w A "'-3!»1 
K~AHb'(E .. l,labl 
K!:JA )(h't EH L4lbl 

(A) 
J._ 

A 
A 
A 
A 
B 

Kha.rbin-Vokzal 
Urszya 
Shuanchenpu 
Tsaitszyagou 
San-Chakhe 
Taolaichzhao 
Platform 123v., later Sungari Vtoraya., 
later still Laoshaogou. 
YaOII\Yll 
Bukhai 
Meishatszy 
Kuanchentszy (station) 
Kuanchentszy ( tovm) 

D) SOUTH MANCHURIAN RAILWAY: section KUANCHENTSZY to PORT-ARTHUR 

Note: This section of .the Railway, built by Russia between 1898 and 1901, was 
ceded to Japan by the Treaty of Portsmouth in 1905. All Russian Post Offices in 
that area were then closed, and none is mentioned in my Postal Guide of 1914. 

The list of stations given hereunder, based on the research work of 
members of the B.S.R.P., is a combined version of a list compiled by Dr.A.H.Wortman 
from a Railway Guide of 1910, and of the information collected by Messrs.W.Kethro 
and W.Stephen from a Railway Guide of 1913 and other sources. Stations marked "A" 
are those known to have had a Russian Post Office before 1905, on the evidence of' 
postmarks seen. Ji.ll other stations are marked "B": some or all of these may 
have had a R,;.ssiim P.O. up to 1905. The mileage figures have been supplied by 
Messrs.Kethro and Stephen. 

Miles: 

0 

38 

145 

189 
199 

229 
254 
267 
287 

HE0~8A\1b 

~! 
(B 

Ii 
(B 
(B 
(B 
B 
B 
B 
J._ 
B 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 

~~ 

Changchun (Kuanchentszy, southern station) 
Mengchiatun 
Fanchiatun (Fantsiatung) 
Kungchuling 
Kuochiatien 
Szupingchieh (Shih-Ping-Kai) 
Shuangmia.otsu (Swang-Miao-Tse) 
Chahgtu 
Kaiyuan 
Tiehling 
Hsintaitzu (Ilu) 
Hushi tai (Wuszekai) 
Mukden 
Suchiatung 
Shaho . 
Yentai 
Liaoyang 
Anshenchan (Tang-Kc.llg-Tzu) 
Haicheng 
Tashichie.o: branch line to NEWCh'W.ANG 
Nevchvan (Newchwang,now Yingkow) on branch line 
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RUSSIAN POST O]'FICES IN MJI.NClillRIA 

D) SOU'l'H MANCHURIAN R.A.ILW.AY: section KU./\NCI-IEt,"TSZY to PORT-.1\R'l'h'"UR (continued) 

Miles: 

305 
325 

371 

401 
415 

430 
436 
460 

J).AJlbHblK 
1l OPTh A PT~ Pb 

Kaiping 
Hsiungyuehcheng 
Wancr...ialing {Chang-Kia-Kow) 
Teliszu 
Waf'angtien 
Pulangtien 
Shanchilipu (Shan-Shih-Li-Pu) 
Chinchou 
Taf'angshen 
Choushi tzu: branch line to PORT-.ARTHUl{ 
Dalnii (Dairen) 
Port-Arthur, on branch line from Choushi tzu 

RUSSI.AN POST OFFICES IN CHIN.A PROPER 

KAJ\rAHo 
TIEK~Hl, 
TflHbl4SMHb 
XAHbKO~ 
~M.~~ " 
UJAHXAM 

Kalgan 
Peking 
Tientsin 
Hankovr 
Chefoo 
She .. nghai 

RUSSI.AN POST OFFICES IN MONGOLI.A 

KOE.AO 
~J\j\C~"fAK 
~PrA 
U,3A~tib-WA6M 
IUAPAC::.~M~ 

Kobdo 
Ulyasutai 
Urga 
Tszain-Shabi 
Sharasume 

RUSSI./lN POST OFFICES IN SIN-F.IANG 

KAUJrAPb 
K ~ Jl bJ\)f<. A 
'i ~ r~'{ AKl:» 

(J.l Kashgar 
l'. Kuldzha ~ J.. Chuguchak 

Note: The Post Office of URUMCEI (Tihvra), capital of Sin-Kiang, reported by 
-_. authorities to h2ve been opened in 1899, is not listed in the Russian 
Postal Guide of 1914. If such an office existed, it must therefore have been 
closed before 1914. 

RUSSI.AN POST OFFICE IN URYJ.J,JKEJ..I (T.ANNU TlJVA) 

Note: The Postal Guide of 1914 does not mention any Post Office in this 
territory. Mr.A.Cronin, in a study on Tannu Tuva. published in the Nevr South Wales 
Pr...ilatelic J..nnual for 1954, reports, however, that a · Russian Post Office may have 
operated af'ter 1914 at Byelotsarsk, which by 1920 was the main city and the seat 
of Russia.r. authority. This town is therefore listed hereunder, in the "B" category, 
as a possibility. 

'5-t.n Ol4APJ,CK1>) (:e) Byelotsarsk 
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RUSSI.ft.N POST OFFICES IN PmSIA 

ntM6ET1>-KA6~31» (A) Gumbet-Ka.buz (Gumbad-i-Kabuz) 

Note: The Postal Guide of 1914 does not list the Consular Post Offices of 
TJ.BRIZ and .ARDEBIL, although it is well-known, on the evidence of postmarks 
available, that these offices were then in operation. 

The reason for this omission is probably to be sought in the fact that 
these offices were under Consular jurisdiction, and did not come under the 
Post Office A&d.nistration. Due to this special status, they are listed 
separately hereunder, for the convenience of B.S.R.P. members. It is not 
excluded that more Consular Post Offices may have operated in Persia at that 
time. 

AP.QESH.n'b 
TA.8PKSb 

Ardebil (Russian Vice-Consulate) 
Tavriz (Tabriz) (Russian Consulate) 

RUSSIAN POST OFFICES IN THE PRINCIP JLITY {KHANATE) OF BUKHARJ.. 

SYXAPA 

11 

Bukhara 
r~SAPb GuzAr 
31AAMH1, Ziad.in 
3MPA6YJ\AKl, A Zirabulak 
KATAH'h A ~atan 
KAPAKYJ1b 

(Al 
Kare..kul 

KA.PWH ~! Karshi 
KATTA-K~PrAHb Katt a-Kurgan 
KEJlM♦l> (A) Kelif 
KEPKM 

(Al 
Kerki 

KEPMMHE (1 Kenr.ine 
KH3~J\'h-TE'ITE (11. Kizil-Tepe 
K.Yto-A\A3AP1, (A Kuyu-Mazer 
/t\AJHt Kl> 

~~ 
Malik 

A\~PrAH'b Murgan 
HOSAII E,~XAPA A Novaya Bukhe.ra. 
CAPAK ~! Se.rai 
C1"APAJl b!JXAPA Stara.ya Bukhara. 
i"E PM 1:.31, !! Termez 
♦APAE>'b .. Farah 
~APAlt<.~K Chard.zhui 
UJAXl'~Sjl.6! b (J. Shakhrizyabz 
UJ M PA&A.D,l:, ~! Shira.bad· 
JI KAT~T"'b Yaka.tut 

RUSSI.ftN POST OFFICES IN TBE PRINCIPALITY {KHANATE) OF KHIVA 

J\APfAHl,-ArA 
HOBblK ~Pf~H'tJ, 
XHBA. ! Al Dargan-Ag a 

A Novii Urgench 
A Khiva 
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RUSSIAN Am MAIL CACHETS 

Addend.a No.1. 

By .J.H.Reynolds 
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No.22b 

No.26a 
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No lo 
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RUSSI.AN .Am MAIL C.ACBETS 

Addend.a Noo1. 

. By J .HoReynolds 

I am indebted to the following members for the information contained in 
thi.s ad.dend.a:-

E.Arkhanguelsky, I.Baillie, J. Buchanan. and R.Knighton 

Correc"tions and anenclment s to Journal No .14/ 15 

Cachet No.1 
I am now able to illustrate this cachet. 

Cachet · No.13 
The Russian inscription around. the outer circle is now ·given. Whilst 

no copy in violet can yet be dated, a copy in black has however been :round.. 
"Zlatoust Society of Friends of the Air Fleet". 

Black dated 28 .2 .27. postmarked Zlatou:st. 

Cachet No .15 
There should be a final "A" af'ter letter "T" in the Russian word. 

Cachet Noo20 
The last letter should be an "e" and not an "o". 

Additional material 

I have numbered .these cachets to coincide with a dated chronological order, 
they IIDlst .!!Qi be considered as sub-types of · a main number. 

Cachet No .18a. 
Box type pictorial cachet; bi-lingual, in Russian and French, with 

a bi-plane betweeno 

Note error of spelling in the word "Avion"; Y instead of V. one copy only. 

Violet dated 1206031, postmarked Sverd.lov.sk. 

Cachet No o 22a 
Box type cachet in French, one copy only. 
Similar to cachet No.22, but note the differences between the "P' s"; 

"r" and the second. "a", also the frame-lines have two kinks above and below the 
letter "r". 

Black dated 10. 6. 35., postmarked Moscow. 

Cachet No.22b. 
Box type cachet in Gennan; one copy only. 

Violet dated 3.8035., postmarked Moscow. 
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Cachet No.25a. 
Box type cachet in Russian, reading "air"; one copy only. 
size of frame:- 35.5 x 13.5mm. 

Black postmark of origin cannot be deciphered, but it is back-stamped Rostov 
(11.2.43.) 

Cachet No. 26a. 
Box type cachet in Russian, reading "air"; similar to No.25a but thicker 

letters. 
size of frame:- 27.5 x 9.5mm. 

Black dated 19 .4.49, postmarked Saratovskaja Pocht Kont. 

I am anxious to follow up this article wi. th a somewhat similar one on 
the semi-officiaJ. propaganda labels of the various aeronauticaJ. societies. 
Will any member interested please contact me as soon as possible. 

REVIEW OF 'ROSSICA' SOCIETY JOURN.ftL N0.41t-

As most readers will know, the J ournaJ. of the Rossica Society of Russian 
Philately is no newcomer to the shelves of Russian philatelic literature. For 
many years before the last War, it was the sole representative of our interests 
among philatelic publications. Now, our good friend Dr.G.B.Salisbury of U,S.A., is 
editing a new English language edition, which will before long be as eagerly 
awaited by enthusiasts, as is our own B.J.R.P. 

Dr.Salisbury's first issue - No.44 in the complete series of Rossica 
Journals - has now made its appearance. Running to 48 pages, it is similar in 
size and fonnat to our own JournaJ., except that it is printed by duplicator. 

In such a firstp:-oduction, it is natural that much of the content concerns 
the domestic affairs of the Rossica Society. To a large extent, such a first issue 
must also be in the nature of an experiment. Nevertheless, Rossica can be 
congratulated in turning out a J ournaJ., not only rivalling some of their splendid 
issues of the past, but one which will interest all Russian philatelists. There t.re 
several articles of special interest, including the first part of a series on 
Russian Charity Issues by R.Sklarevski; a useful compendium of philatelic 
information on Russian Alaska by Dr.Salisbury; a note by Capt.S. de Shramchenko 
on Proofs of the Ukrainian Overprints on the Stamps of 1918; a very comprehensive, 
and thoroughly read.able Literary Review and American Auction ~eport, and interesting 
details of a Rossica Exhibition of Russian material, held recently in Brussels. 
There are several other contributions, however, of only moderate value, largely 
comprising information already available in standard catalogues or elsewhere. It is 
hoped that future editions will contain contributions only of permanent value. To 
publish elementary articles to help the newcomer to Russian philately is in itself 
laudable, but tends to become out of place when it takes up valuable space in a 
specialist JournaJ.. 

P.T.Ashford. 
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BliAAIMMPb BOil 
i. 

+. 
l'PO • NO O'TllP,tB. 

s """ 1~51 

SIX SCJ.RCE EPRLY POSTMJffiKS 

MWHh(a 
1. 3. 

{ 11.)llUHq] 

S'. 
[CTDlHQ) 

This little group of early postmarks deserves to be recorded because of 
their rarity. In each case no other example is known to me, but if any reader 
does happen to own anything similar, due credit will be given if particulars are 
sent in. 

1 • VLl.DIMIR VOL. 
This town mark of Vladimir Volinski iH struck in black on the reverse of 

the outer sheet of a double-sheet letter. Unfortune.tely the letter itself has 
been detached so there is no means of ascertaining the dB.te. The address is in 
Polish and repeated in Russian, to a "pomieshchik" (landowner) in Dobrodziejov, 
near Ostrog. 

The antique-looking type, especiaJ.ly the "L" and "D", tempts one to put 
an early date on this, but these ancient· postme.rks did survive sometimes into 
the 1850• s . . 

2. !SHIM. 
This reads "!shim", the old fonn of "Uzhim" and occurs on a cover from 

that town in the Tobolsk district of Siberia., addressed to St.Petersburg. The 
stamp is a 10k perf. wmk. "1", cancelled with "503" in the dots rectar.gular type. 
In addition the word "Ishim" ties the top of the stamp to the cover. There is also 
an arrival postmark of St .Petersburg, 23rd. July, 1859. 

3 • P. USHITS . 
This framed mark in black probably stands fer ''POCh'"TA USHITS" and cancels 

the 10k. black strur;p of a stationery cover addressed to Kamieniets Podolski. 
Nearby is a single circul.8r type "Ushitsa, 4 Dek. 186811 and a similar postmark of 
K£mieniets Podolsk for the follovTing day. 

4. GRODNO DESPJTCH 5 MJ.X 1858. 
This is struck in bright rec. across the centre of' a 1 Ok imperf. on piece 

( ex Faberge) . I know of' two · other copies of' this stamp bearing a portior. of' this 
postmark , but so f'ar a.s I know, there is no other exazj)le of the complete 
postmark. (I now expect to receive letters te:!.ling me of' its existence on cover~) 

5. GRODNO. 
This is probably not so scarce as the other items shown here,but it is 

unusual in being a frruned Russian-lettered name. Polish towns are known thus, but 
spelt with Latin letters. When Rt:.ssian letters are used, the date is nearly always 
included . 
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It is struck in black on the reverse of a cover addressed in Russian to the 
Radom Guberniya Administration. There is a small circular Warsaw postmark in red 
giving the day and the month but no year. So this is another cover which cannot 
be given a date. 

6. P.S. BEKHOV. 
This postmark of the Postal Station of Bekhov in Kurland, occurs on a 10k 

imperf. · on piece ( ex Faberge) • The date is 10th May, 1858 and is in MS. A similar 
postmark is shown in Prigara, of Rutsau, No .13 on page VII of the illustrations. 

Bekhov was later allotted No.208 of the dots postmarks in the truncated 
triangle shape, and Rutsau No.210. Doblien was No. 209; it is therefore possible 
that a postal station postmark in this circular type exists also for this town. 
Infonnation, please~ 

A. H. Wortman. 

AUCTION NOTES 

The following realisations were noted at auction recently. 

AZERBAIJAN REPUBLIC:1919-23,eleven covers 
and one piece, all original business 
correspondence, including two bearing 
Russian adhesives overprinted with the 
transcaucasian star, and several are 
franked with large blocks of the hand
stamped provisionals •• (111 stamps). 

Est, £14 R. £15.5 . 0. 

RUSSIAN LEVANT: 1865 (20k) blue and red, 
used on entire and tied with very light 
dated pmk. , has crease due to fold 
through the cover, otherwise very fine (1) 

Est. £32 . R. £17. 

Unused Air Mail, 1922, Consular Fee, 
San 1/11, 2/11, 3/111, 1/1 and 5/11, all 
o.g. and signed . .. (5) 

Est. £17 .10.0. R.£14. 

- ditto. 1,200m. on 50k., o.g. and fine 
with "Richter" certificate and signed 
Jemtschoujin. San 6/11 ... (1) 

Est. £262.10 "0.R£150. 
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FINLAND:1856, Small Pearls 5k" 
Deep Blue, a very fine and scarce 
horizontal pair with one light pmk. 
only. Est. £100 R. £130 . 

1858 imperf. 10k. fine used on entire 
and tied with rectangular pmk , , just 
touched at extreme top-right; and 
Poland 1 Ok. on cover, one corner perf. 
short • . . (2) 

Est . £7 • R. £1 0 . 

POLAND: 1860 tOk., three unused or 
part o.g. and one used on piece; one 
repaired, others fine to very fine ( 4) 

Est. £15. R. £17. 

- Wenden: 1863 (2k.) black and rose, 
inverted net work, part o. ~, , has 
slight repair at top ... (1) 

Est. £45. R. £6. 15. 0. 

"35k" on 4k (anns and Romanov type), 
the unissued values intended for use on 
postcards, both unused, the latter has 
a thin spot on one perf.; also a 4k. 
postcard similarly surcharged .(see 
Photo on page 2 for adhesives). 

Est. £6. R. £12.10. O. 

Madge Flint. 



AMERIO.AN SAMOVJill. 

By Dr. Gregory B. Sal.isbw:y 

Two New England farmers were passing the time of day at a crossroada store . 
"Isn't this coal. strike terrible?" one of them observed. "I dunno," the other 
replied, "I burn wood!" This little anecdote about the Vermont lads al.ways flashes 
though your Sa.nx:>var' s mind as he reads the indignant remarks in the letters of some 
of his correspondents, who howl about the unnecessary issues of U.S.S.R., U.S.A., 
British Colonies etc o Why collect coal, when there' s so IID.1ch good wood around? 
Imperials of Russia are no longer issued, neither are the emissions of the Republics, 
of R.S.FoS.Ro or the interesting early Soviet stamps, prepared for postal use o 
Others frequently complain about the blanks in their printed al.bums, dealing with 
the various Armies, Republics and what not. Home made al.bums, dealing only with 
the material which appeals to one, and adorned, as well as annotated with the 
collector's notes, clippings, photos of rarities and pages :f'rom journals, will 
transform any average collection into a wonder:f'ul and a valuable reference collection. 
Page's that show completion in any specific issue can be exhibited, others can be 
held back, until they too reach the "show" stageo Lets burn. wood! 

Once again the philatelic desk is filled with stacks of mail from the 
B.S.R.P.' s of U.S. and abroad. The letter on the top of the heap is from 
Samovar's friend, J .Barry who sends along the earliest cancellation on a Romanov 
stamp,showing 1912 date and the postmark of PErROK, and the latest, 14.6.22. on 
a letter from Kharkov, spelled Kharki v in Ukrainian, cancellation applied to a 
strip of three, 1 ruble perf. .stamps and one 2kop. Romanov, sent from Russian 
Sakhalin Oil Company, Illiarionoff Building in Kharkov to a local. address. This 
will definitely be a show piece in any collection. 

While we are on the Ukrainian territory we might as well browse through 
the letter and the stamps enclosed from Captain So de ~hramchenko, our noted 
expert on Ukraine. He sends a cover of the "Ukrainian Air Post" used on one day, 
August 20, 1920 from Virurl. tza (Podolia) to Kiev, from the Ukrainian Navy Department 
to the Staff or the Ukrainian War Flotilla, of Dniepr. The postmark is in three 
lines: J..EROPL/iNOM, 20 V 1920; VINNITZA-KIEV there are other postmarks of the Staff' 
and legends, the 30 shagi v stamp is overprinted wl th GRIVNI and the airplain in 
purple. An of'ficial. blue and gold sticker was also enclosed, with the gold trident 
and the postmark described above stamped over it. Along with this interesting 
item came various stamps such as the two fantastic stamps, of Kamenetz-Podolsk 
(1919/20) on Romanov 1k and 7k., trident enclosed by a square, both in purple, 
fantastic ovpt. of ~ame type on 15k .Romo produced by a French officer in the 
Polish Army o:f Haller, in Ukraine; also philatelic overprints, Kharkov 3B3 on 
various Rom. stamps, same of Ekaterinoslav, 'and of Odessa 5aa; also a philatelic 
handiwork of Landman in 1919, using a cut genuine postmark. Another interesting 
item sent was the 50 shagi v revenue stamp of. Ukraine with the overprint of 10 
Griven and the Ukr. Field Post o:f 1920, in :four lines: Kurierska-polova Poshta 
10 Griveno There was al.so a diagonal overprint o:f "ZRAZOK No o28" Le o specimen, 
of second-proof type. There were al.so many IIllltes. 

WoS.E.Stephen •of Scotland sent several. letters dealing with the Sinkiang, 
Manchuria and Offices in China as well as historical. data about Russian .America, 
an addenda to our article on the same subject in No.44 Rossica Journal o 
Incidentally, since your Samovar is the editor of that revived journal, he will 
refrain from either praising it ,, or swearing at it, :for obvious reasons. Let 
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someone else do it~ Bill Stephen surprised by sending in a stamp swap, unusual 
postmarks of out of the way towns and settlements of Bessarahia, Central Asia, 
Offices in China and various cancellations of the Trans-Siberian Railroad stations, 
covering the entire route. 

Emile Marcovi tch of Caracas, Venezuela air-mailed some pertinent facts 
on the Imperial Russian revenues, and some news on his fabulous holdings or RYB 
overprints on stamps, and genuine covers of that period, sent to him by his 
collector friends from various towns using the overprints. He also very graciously 
sent a large envelope full of mutes on stamps for selection and identification. 
While we are on the subject of mutes, W.E.C.Kethro sent so:rre recently for our use, 
and bafflement, as one of them stumped not only Bill K. but "yours truly" . Jmyway, 
such items do add spice to life~ 

R.Lee Black, our attorney from Des Moines, Iowa, mailed a series of three 
chatty letters describing his very fine collection, and his present quest of 
genuine tridents, in which he is aided greatly by our hand.books, and by Dr.Seichter' s 
catalogue. Lee is to be congratulated by all for his desire to weed out the chaff 
from the wheat. Incidentally, he sent Samovar his entire collection of Armenia as 
a gift, after becoming frustrated by so many fakes. Now, this generous gesture 
Illey become an act of war, as he has deftly passed his troubles on to the Samovar, 

· who shall huff and puff, and emit steam of his own exasperation in looking for the 
good among the bad! Lee's collection of Imperials is quite complete, and his 
Ukraine, besides the regular i terns, boasts of many fine multiple pieces and scarce 
sheets " ft.nother field which he has completed in a specialized manner is that of 
little heads of the Soviet, and of the Lenin Mourning stamps. At present he is 
interested in covers of the Empire, and it will be our job to be on the look-out 
for them in reciprocation. 

S.D.Tchilingh.irian of Switzerland, sent a complimentary letter and a few 
sheets f'ull of scarce Persian cancellations on Russian stamps as well as a beautiful 
array of Armenia forerunners, postmarks of out-of-the-way places in Armenia on 
Imperial stamps . Forerunners of various border states, especially those with 
scarce town and village postmarks are extremely popular to-day among the U.S. 
collectors of Russia. 

On the bottom of the pile lies a letter from Rimma A.Sklarevski, who 
encloses with a nice parcel of stamps, a CHESAPEX.-1954 Exhibition Book, published 
by the Associated Stamp Clubs of the Chesapeake area, during the stamp 
exhibition at the Maryland Institute of Art in Baltimore , We note with pride 
that he received three medals, including the big award for his "BATUM, BRITISH 
OCCUPATION, "Aloe Tree" stamps specialized. Our heartiest congratulations~ 

As this is being written, a letter reaches us from Dr.L.P.Kozakievicz, of 
Chicago, Illinois, who very thoughtfully forwards a pair of envelopes bearing 
Romanov currency stamps, normally used, with Helsinki, Finland postmarks, with 
HELSINGFORS, HELSINKI in Latin letters, and BELSINGFORS in Russian, the date is 
28.IV 17. These are scarce items, and evoke our gratitude. 

Jacques Posell, our member of the Cleveland Orchestra, and an avid 
collector of revenues, zemstvos, U,S. and musical subjects on stamps, sends a 
letter with a photograph enclosed of a postcard to be expertized which turned 
out to be one from a Ukrainian Legion, which was to have done military occupation 
duty in Ukraine, if the Austrian forces had been victorious. Jacques became 
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interested in Russian stamps in 1933, and he kept up this phase until the Soviets 
issued a stamp picturing Uncle Sam setting the world on fire. That ended his 
activities in the modern issues! 

We now come to our customary two biographies, and this time the Sanovar 
selects A.A.Chebotkevich, President of' Rossica Society of Russian Philately and 
our member, and Leo J. Zaikowski, also a member of both societies and of Polozru.s. 

Alexander Chebotkevich was born in Uman, Kiev Gubernia in 1894. From 
early childhood he exhibited an inclination towards two diametrically opposed 
pursuits, military tactics and stamp collecting~ He combined the two and while 
actively expanding his collection, he finished gymnazia, andmtered War College, 
from which he graduated in 1914 as an officer in time for World War I service. 
Leaving his valuable collection with his family ,he fought with his regiment in 
Poland, Galicia and Roumania, suf'fering many wounds. After the revolution he 
entered the Volunteer Army of Geno Denikin, and later that of his successor, 
Gen. Baron Wrangel. During the battle of Tzaritzin, now Stalingrad, he was 
wounded again. Ending the unsuccessf'ul campaign against the Bolsheviks in 1920, 
he was evacuated with the Wrangel Army to the Galipoli Peninsula and in 1921 he 
reached Jugoslavia. He could not rescue his collection placed with his parents, 
as they would have suf'f ered the same f'ate as his brothers, an ensign and a 
colonel, who, because of wounds could not be evacuated and were shot by the 
Reds.· He was married in 1916 to a schoolteacher who accompanied him in all of 
the Cail!E)aigns. In Jugoslavia she resumed her teaching profession, while he 
became an off'icial in the Ministry of Finance. At this time Mr.Chebotkevich 
resumed collecting stamps and in 1929 along with ·E.M.Archanguelsky organised 
the Rossica Society. He now limited his collecting to Russia and the airpost of 
the world. In 1944, with the approach of Bolsheviks into Jugoslavia, he and his 
wife fled into Austria, then once again westward to meet the American P.rmies. 
Both spent five years in D.P. camps, and finally, in 1950 came to the United 
States. Two and a half years ago, with the help of A.N.La.vrov, and later with 
the aid of Dr, G .B .Salisbury he revived the Rossica Society, and recently 
realised his old dream of re-issuing the Rossica Journal" 

Leo Zaikowski was born in Detroit Michigan, in 1915, of Polish emigres 
who came to this country in 1908. His mother was born in Warsaw, and his 
father in Bialystok. The latter received university training in Moscow, and 
worked as a mechanical engineer bef'ore emigrating. Leo' s early years were 
uneventf'ul, except for a trip to Europe in 1921-23, where he spent most of his 
time in Poland. He attended schools in Detroit, and later studied at the Wayne 
University until 1935, at which time he accompanied his father to Russia, where 
he was invited to serve as an automotive engineer, on a one year contract. Leo 
accompanied him as a metallurgist, and they worked in Gorki (Nizhni-Novgorod) 
at the large automobile plant there which was designed in the main by the Ford 
Motor Co. There he learned the Russian 1 anguage. On their way home both stopped 
in Poland for a couple of months. In 1936 he ent'7red Michigan State College and 
received his B .S. degree in Bacteriology in 1939, and he continued his studies for 
a doctorate until 1943 at which time he enlisted in the U .S .Air Corps and was sent 
to the University of Chicago for studies in Meterorology. He was commissioned as 
an officer in 1943 and was sent to a radar school in Florida, then was sent to 
England, and later on to most of the battlef'ronts of' the European theatre. At 
the end of the war he was discharged f'rom the service with the rank o-f' captain, 
and he returned to the Michigan State College to complete his work for a doctorate. 
Ite was married in the f'all o-f" 1946, and shortly afterwards started a · biological 
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laboratory, of 'Which he is now the director. As a sideline he owns the L & F 
Stamp Service, and besides being a dealer in stamps he collects Polish cancellations 
on the stamps of Imperial Russia. 

Now that the regular tea from the Samovar has been served, we turn to the 
main and special brew, the Joint Meeting of B.S.R.P , and the Rossica Society 
which was held at the Vanderbilt Hotel, not so long ago in New York City . In 
spite of a terrible rain the turn-out was excellent , Your Samovar, acting in 
the capacity of dual chairmanship of both groups, presided and read the address 
which urged both societies to work together either in a union, loose federation, 
or as friends, on a local, national and international basis , Rossica menbers were 
urged to join B.S.R.P. and our members to join Rossica, in order to benefit from 
the double rrumber of journals, doubled ranks in various towns where joint meetings 
could be held, and have a better chance of enjoying the f'un of swapping stamps, 
exchanging views and knowledge. This incidentally has already been tried in 
Los Angeles, where the combined numbers are impressive , The speech being long, 
will not be reproduced here, but it will appear in its entirety in the No .4-5 
issued of the Rossica Journal. At the meeting No.¼ was presented to those 
present, all of' whom except a couple, were members of'both groups. Af'ter the 
address, and the reading of' letters from various Rossica leaders 'Who could not 
be present, and f'rom our Secretary, ;:r .Barry, the programme of the day was presented 
to the assembly. Your Samovar showed interesting pages f'rom the ten albums 
of' Romanovs, including the mutes, censors, war prisoner material, Red Cross, 
postmarks of the Great Siberian Railroad stations, and other interesting 
postmarks. Kurt Adler exhibited intensely interesting covers such as: Crete, 
with Scott No . 10 and No . 11 f'rom Rustica to Thethymnos; South Russia No.52 
(50kop brown) in a block of' f'our on registered cover; Finnish occupation of 
Russia "AW1Us" with pair of' No . 1 pair of' No . 2 and No,3 exact postage f'rom 
Raj akontu ( oval Raj akontu cancellation with pos thorns in violet); money order f'or 
65,000 :rub. with exact postal rate of 1300 :rub. from Blagoveschensk, F.E.R . 
to Ruchlovo, F .E .R . with pair of No.¼ and No . 4-3 (F ,E .R.) of' 4-6 in large blocks 
and strips, one tete-beche pair . These stamps are very rare used postally, 
most of the stamps in collections are remainders; also several genuinely used 
Rostov Famine Relief issue, very rare on cover, and many others , De .L . S. Snegireff 
showed rare insured letters from Kamenetz-Podolsk of 1828 and 1 84-8, the former 
showing a straight line handstrike in fancy Russian script, date written in ink. 
In the centre of the back of the envelope was a large octagon f'ramed seal with 
Imp. coat of a1ins, and eagle with outstretched wings, and below in three straight 
lines: KAMENETZ PODOLSKY GUB: POCH: KON and below it two post horns. The cover 
had additional wax seals in corners, one of' 'Which was broken, and the private 
seal was replaced by postmaster of Zalesie receiving of'fice, ,tlth the of'f'ice 
seal of' crown and a posthorn of' old Polish variety and Zalesia, spelled in lower 
half' . In addition to a 2-line dated postmark of Zalesie in red there was a 
transit of'f'ice marking of Brest Litovsk, in ahbrev- Polish form: BRZESC L , and 
a postal route written in No . 9. 

E .L.Wisewell showed many albums of' his "arms" types in sheets, blocks, 
and interesting covers, as well as the regular types and varieties , All the pages 
were beautif'ully lettered and illustrated by our artistic member . Appropriately 
A.Gold presented several albums of' Imperials, with illuminated lettering and 
exquisite artistic decorations as well as tastef'ul and philatelically sound 
arrangement and write up of' the material . We are sorry to i nf'orm our members that 
since then Mr.Gold has had a heart attack, but we can novr rejoice in his recovery , 
Jos.F.Chedoba showed his outstanding collection of Imperial and Soviet postage 
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stamps, mint, used, singles and multiples, while R.A.Sklarevski demonstrated his 
well arranged and meticulously worked out collection of' postcards. The meeting 
ended with arrangements f'or another joint meeting in 1955 and a stamp show at 
a suitable hall. 

M:essrs~Zum.steins·, the catalogue publishers, have issued Parts "A" and 
'"B" of' a philatelic dictiona.cy. Each contains over 30 pages of' philatelic 
terms, in columns, in f'ifteen languages including English, Russian, Polish, 
French and German. We can recommend. these, they will be found to be of great 
assistance. The price for the two is 1-50 francs Swiss, post paid. Address 
50 M:arlctgasse; Berne, Switzerland. 

Ukraine Part 4 (Podolia and Postal Stationery) will be ready shortly. 
Orders to C. W .Roberts, Winchcombe, West Byfleet, Surrey. Price to members 
10/6 post paid. Me:rwers abroad please pay by International Money Order. 
Illustrations 1/6d. extra. 

THE POSTAGE ST.AMPS OF ARMENIA, P..ART II 

We are now able to announce that the above will appear at the end of 
April. The price is 7/6d. (31 .15). Orders with payment should be sent to 
Mr.P .T .Ashford, 27 Ad.discombe Road, \'Tells Road, Bristol 4. 

OBITUARY 

Just bef'ore publication we learned of the death of another of' our 
senior members, Mr. W .E .Harryman of Coulsdon, Surrey. 

Mr.Harryman was deeply interested in the stamps of Austria and Poland, 
he was President of' the Polish Society in Great Britain and also a member of 
the Polonus Society, of America. 

He will be remembered f'or his unassuming dispositionl.:y all to whom he 
was known and we record his passing with great regret. 
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TBE POLlSH FIEID POST IN RUSSIA IN 1 941 -1942 

fil:. M. A. B0J JNOW!CZ 

V,'hen Polish military ur.;i ts be£tn to be or::usised. in the area of Czlcalqw
Sere-tov1 in Siberia in $f?Ptembex- 1941, it wai:i decided tc crer,te fj eld J>Ost offices. 
To begin with only letters to a:r:.d from Polish · soldiers vrere collecteq. and 
delivered to the loce.1 Soviet post office. 

At the er.:d of l.fa~· 1942, Field Pof3t O~'fices were orgrnised wit~ e. larger 
sphere qf.' activity at the Headquarters of the Polish Army and the larger units. 
However they were still Soviet Field Post Oi'fices with Sov-iet staf'f and Polish 
:personne], · and dealt only with the collecticn and delivery of Polish mail to 
So,i.et offices. · ·· 

At that time letters bore a Russii:m postm;:c.rk or.ly "Pclev-mja pocztovraja 
stencj2 11 (Field Post Office), srd the number of the correspondini:; Polish Field 
Post Office. The General Stai'f of the Polish Army had nr.3000, the 5th 
Irtf'ant:cy Division - 3001, 6th I~f.Division - 3002, 7th Ir,£'. Division -3003, etc. 

In the same r.1ontl: whe:r:. the Field Post Office at the General Staff of the 
Polish J.r:i:y became the Gener:::l :::olish Field Post Oi•f'ice it started to use a 
Polish, postmark w:i. th the inscription: "I:ieadquarters of the Polish Armed Forces 
in U .. S.$~R. - Genern Field f>cst 0:ffice". Thnt postmark served to stan;p all the 
of1'icia1 ~d pri v.a:te meil sent ::;~rom the General Field P(.)st Office to other Polish 
Pi.eld. Pest Offices and Polish o--itposts within the whole of the u.s.s.R., also to 
$t,am1, all arriving mail. 

The hand-stamp used fer :his poetn:&rk we.s in use until the last day of 
activity of the Polish Field P-::st Office in Russia, which was 21 st August, 1942, 
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and is now in the Museum of' the Polish Aney in Great Britain. 

In the mid.dJ.e of' June 1942 it was decided to issue a special stamp f'or 
internal use of' the Polish Field Post Oi'f'ice. This plan met with the approval of 
the Chief' of' the Polish Army and after a competition f'or designs, a work under 
the pseudonym "Stan" was chosen f'rom f'our designs submitted. 

That design, as the most suitable f'or use with the lin;d.ted possibilities 
of' printing available, was handed over to the engraver. Rough proof's in black 
and blue, red and green were executed. At the last moment the Staff' Quarter
master stopped the progress of printing in case the issue of such a stamp might 
cause political complications. 

The stamp showed the Eastern boun:laries of Poland; 'Wi. th the White Eagle 
in the background. From the East, along a road covered with thorns, Poland, 
represented by a "WOlDBll, was walking with her children. Beside her, a Polish 
soldier rested one hand on her shoulder and pointed wi. th the other the wey to the 
Fatherland. 

"We will get there" ("Do.jd.zienw") 

The withdrawal of this stamp did not necessarily mean the renouncement 
of' the issue of' their own Polish stamp. 

On the 13th August 1942, the Quartennaster General of the Polish Army 
ordered the issue of another stamp with the second design entitled "Dojd.zie:rcy" 
"We will get there". 

Feverish work was begum by engraver Pelkowski who was working f'rom dawn 
to night; other workers in the meantime were busy with the preparation of' glue, 
paper and an old-f'ashioned pedal printing __ machine. As the engraver was able to 
cut only one printing plate, the printing -of' stamps was extremely arduous and 
wearisome. 

Anyhow, on the 18th of' August the printing was achieved and at 10a.m. 
after a f'inal check of' prototypes and special reports, the stamps were handed to 
the General Field Post Of'f'ice f'or distribution. According to the o:ff'icial data, 
3017 stamps were issued anti. 263 sold. So the stamp "Dojd.zie:rcy" "We will get there" 
was on sale and used f'or f'our days only, that is from the 18th to the 21 st August, 
when the last section of the Polish Field Post Office left Russia for Iran. 
Unsold stamps were deposited in the archives· in Iraq in September 1942 n 

The fact that this stamp was printed in such a small quantity makes it 
a rarity n It is also obvious that owing to the cirCllIIlStances in which it was 
issued and used, the task of finding many original envelopes bearing such stamps 
is not an easy one. 

We illustrate one of' the rare original letters sent within Russia, Besides 
the above mentioned stamp it bears a Russian stamp as well o The date of posting 
was 18th August 1942. Covers bearing these stamps and a Russian postmark a.re among 
the great rarities. 
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ST .AMPS OF GENERAL WRJ.NGEL I S REFUGEE POST 

SOME FURTHER 'l'HO'OOHTS: P JRT 2 

By W.E.C.Kethrc and I.L.G.Baillie 
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In the previous issue of this Journal we covered in Part 1 of this 
e.rticle the following headings: -

Covers and postmarks 
1000R. surcharge "plain" 
SOOOR. · surcharge "plain" 
1 OOOOR. surchr.rge "plain" 
10000R. surche.rge "large" 
20000R. surchm-ge "large" 

In Pi:rt 2, which now follows, we complete the article. 
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1 OOOR. ORN.AMENT P.J., 

REVISED CHECK LIST 

"A" refers to design 11A" described on p.31. 11x11 denotes invert design 11A11 

"B11 " II " IIB" . " " p.31 . ny11 II II II IIB" 

"H11 II " " "B" II " p.32. 11z11 II II " IIB" 

(SErrING "H'') 

"T" denotes that the immediately previous surcharge exists on inverted trident as 
well as on normal trident . 

Arms type. 
Perf: 

S.G. 

ODESSA 
Type 1 

S.G. 

98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104-
105 

139 
140 
141 

ODESSA 
Type 5. 

AB 
AB 
.AB 
AY 
.AB 
AB 
.AB 
AB 

i.B 
ABH 
.AB 
AB 
A 

delete(trident suspect). 

Arms type 

S.G. 

S.G. 

S.G. 

I!!!_2erf: 

113 AB S.G. 
114 
115 
116 
117 

ODESSA 
Type 2 

.AB 

.AB 
.AB 
ABH 

146 .AB S.G. 
147 .AB 
-- delete 5-k perf. 
148 AB 
-- delete 10-k perf. 
-- delete '10/7 perf. 
142 . .AB 
143 AB 

KH.ARKOV 

158 J,.B S .G. 
159 A(T)B 

B 

X 

X 

Levant 

127 .AB 
128 AB 
129 AB 
130 AB 
138 AB 
133 AB 
121 AB 
122 i.B 
123 AB 
124 AB 

ODESSA 
Type ,2 

154 A 
A 

155 .AB 
152 AB 

AB 

YEKJl_TERINOSLAV 

163 AB 
164 .ABXY. 
165 J.B 
166 J,.B 

167 ABXY 
168 ABXY 
169 ABX(T)Y 
160 .P-.B 
161 PB 

X A exists with double trident. 

S.G.160 - delete reference to 
violet trident. 
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Design "A" 

Distinction between Designs "A" and "B" 

Due to lack of evidence about Design "B" 'When the book was written, the 
distinctions between Designs "A" and "B" were not adequately described. The last 
sentence on page 30, therefore, requires amendment as follows:-

"In Design "B", however . the flowers are symmetrical in some of the 
subtypes ( see below for details~; in Design "B", too, the shading in the horizontal 
and hanging flowers is horizontal instead of vertical. The dots at the end of the 
curved line curling towards "A" of "POCHTA" are larger in Design "Att than Design "B". 
The flowers are shown for Design "A" in Fig.85 and for Design "B" in Figsn80-84." 

Clear plating marks for Design II A" 

No. 19 on 
29 " 
30 II 

41 " 
56 " 

61 II 

73 " 

sheet. 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Heavy stop after ''H" of "PIBLEH" • 
Top right of ''H" of "PYBLEH" broken (see Fig.75). 
Lower horizontal bar of "E" of ''PYBLEH" very thick; blob 
at right foot of "H" of same -word (see Fig.76). 
One of the dots to right of "A" of ''POCHTA" is much heavier 
than usual (see Fig.77). 
As 29 but there is also a series of dots extending 
from the right of second "O" .to right of third "0" of 10000 
(see Figs. 75 and 78). 
There is an additional line from the triangle at top 
centre of design running to the right (see Fig.79). 
There is a long horizontal line to right of lower right 
flower (see Fig.74). 

Design "B" 

Page 31. Delete the descriptions of the sub-types and substitute:
In sub-types 1 & 2 the right lower flower hangs from the 
horizontal line above; in sub-types 3, 4 & 5 it does not. 

Sub-type 1 . Break in top of frameline above "K" of ''FYOCK.AR". 
Bottoms of both lower flowers are intact (see Fig.80). 

2n Bottoms of both lower flowers are broken (see Fig.81). 
The curved line does not quite touch the "T" of ''POCHTA" • 

3. Bottom of both lower flowers broken. The comma after "10" of 
"10000" is broken; there is no dot between the "A" and "R" of 
''PYCCKAR" ( see Fig. 82) . 

4. Bottom of both lower flowers intact. There are two dots 
( occasionally occurring as a line) aver "Y" of ''PYCCIU.R" • 
Left lower flower touches, or nearly touches, n1" of 11 10000" 
(see Fig.83). 

5o Bottom of left lower flower is complete and thick; bottom of 
right lower flower is broken. The top of the loop of "B" of 
''PYBLEH" is ~enerally separated from the vertical line by a 
small break tsee Fig.84). 
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Thick Blob varieties (Designs "A" and "B") 

We feel the term ''bar" to be a more appropriate description of these 
varieties which occur in both designs, and which we now illustrate as follows: -

Design A: bar over "CH": Fig. 72. This variety occurs three tines on the sheet 
and each of these is slightly different. That 
illustrated is No.4-3: in No.38 the bar is lower, nearly 
touching the letters, and slightly shorter than in 
No.4-3; in No.78 the bar extends beyond the left of the 
letter "CH". 

Design A: bar over "L": Fig.73. Occurs once only - on No.63. 

Design B: bar over "CH": Fig.86. (As the only knovm exanq:>le of this variety 
is no longer in this country, the illustration is 
reproduced from memory) • This has not yet been 
positioned on the . sheet, but we know that it does not 
occur on the top 20 of pane 1 or ruzy-v.here on pane 3 • 

Design B: bar over ''L": Fig.87. This variety is lmown to occur on Nos.63 am 
64-. On No.63 it is as illustrated: on No.64- the bar 
starts over the centre of "B" and ends over the centre 
of ''L". We know that it does not occur elsewhere on 

· the top 20 of pane 1 or on pane 3. 

It is of intere.st to note that the bar varieties in Design "A" occur 
always on Subtype 3, and that there is one to each pane; it would appear from 
this that these bars result from a special process during plate manufacture or 
printing - a possible explanation is that they are the heads of staples attaching 
the printing plate to a stiffer backing piece. Of' positions 38,- 4-3, 63 and 78, 
only No.63 has so far been examined in Design "B", and this shows the identical 
bar variety to that in Design "A" in that position; the fact that No.64- of' 
Design ''B" shows another bar variety cannot at present be explained. 

Scarcity of Design "B" 

Design "B" seems to be IID.l.cn scarcer than "A", especially in blocks; we 
have been able to examine less than 200 examples of' "B" whereas we have examined 
some thousands of' "A". 

"HARMER" Setting of design "B". 

This is exceedingly scarce. For simplicity, the following descriptions 
will be found adequate:-

Type 1. 
2 

Identical with "4-" design ''B". 
" " "5'' " ''B" except tha-c there is a very short 

vertical line below "B" of ''PYBLEH". 

The only examples so far secured are:-

i) Pair (sub-types 1 & 2) from lowest row of' an imperf: pane 
of 5-k arms type. 

ii) Single ( sub-type 1) on 3-k imperf'·: Odessa 1: the trident can be 
plated as No.81. (this agrees with Mr.Harmer's arrangenent). 
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Printing Inks 

The inks used in printing designs ".A" and "B" differ somewhat. 

In "B" the ink has a vratery look which, in the blues, gives a milky-blue 
appearance. The reds are duller with a tendency to orange. 

Anns type 

106 .AB 
107 .AB 
108 .AB 
109 .AB 
110 .AB 
110a B 
111 .AB 
112 .AB 
118 .AB 
119 .AB 
120 .AB 

ODElSA 2. 

.AB 
B 

149 B 
1.50 B 
151 .AB 
144 .AB 
145 .AB 

Abnormal 

per£ 
II 

" 
" 
" 
II 

II 

" 
imperf': 

II 

" 

2 in 20000 

20000R. ORN.AMENT.AL 

REVISED CHEXJK LIST 

Key as 1 OOOOR. ornamental 

Levant 

131 AB 
132 .AB 
134 .AB 
135 .AB 
136 .AB 
137 AB 
125 AB 
126 .AB 

ODESSA 3. 

156 BY 
.AB 

157 .ABX'f 
B 

153 AB 

Yekaterinoslav 

170 .ABY 
171 ABY 
172 .AB 
173 .AB 
174 .AB 
162 B 

B 
(?) 

CRIMEA 

A 

Distinct from the "normal 2" as shovm in Fig.88, the "abnormal 2 11 as 
shown in Fig.89 has been seen on a number of mint stamps of setting "B" and twice 
on apparently genuine cover: examination of sheets, however, has shown that this 
is not a regular variety although a number or misshapen 2' s occur at random. It 
mey be that this "abnorma12" developed in the course of printing. 

Scarcity of Design "A" 

Al though it is difficult to identify all specimens as Design "A" or "B", it 
does appear that Design "A" is considerable scarcer than Design "B". 

Printing Inks 

The ink or Design "A" of the 20,000R is rather similar to the ink of 
Design "B" of the 10,000R, but the distinction is less marked on the 20,000R 
surcharge. 
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Forgeries 

During the course of examination of further material since the book was 
written, we have encountered further types of forgeries, nearly all of which 
could be detected from the comroonts in the book. The major addition is that we 
have now seen forgeries of the 10000R surcharge "large". 

We have, during discussions or correspondence wi. th members, had mentioned 
to us the so-called "Paris reprints"; these are, in our view, simply forgeries 
rather than reprints. Many of these "Paris reprints" bear a foreign backstamp 
of oval format, but since · many undoubtedly genuine stamps also bear this backstamp 
it cannot be used as more than an indication of danger. 

Printing Methods 

Al though we have examined a considerable quantity of fresh material and 
now have more detailed. knowledge of plating ma.rlcs, etco, we feel we have no 
cause to alter our previous conclusions. 

Further Re search 

We feel that there are several aspects of these most interesting 
surcharges which remain unsolved, an:i that it is only by examination of further 
material that the answers will be found. 

We will be pleased to hear from any members who feel that they might be 
able to help us in further research. 

COMMENTS ON THE POSTAL ORGANISATION 

In Part 1 of this article. (B.S.R.P. Journal Noo16, po462 et.seq.) we gave 
an analysis of transit times from covers in our possession. In the original book 
it was stated (p.6} that the Refugee Post mail was carried by special couriers 
drawn from the Military Personnel. These couriers presumably used public transport 
for many of their journeys between the camps, and the following notes may 
therefore be of interest:-

a. Constantinople. The pre-war Russian P.O.s in Constantinople were Kiretch 
Kapou in Galata, and Rue Ba.ghcheh Kapou in Stamboul; the Refugee Post P.O. 
was, as stated by Mr.Haverbeck, at 27 Saguize Agach in Pera. 

b. Belgrade and Cattaro. Mail from Cattaro was sent first to Belgrade, where it 
appears probable that there was a sorting office organised by the Russian 
Committee for Relief of Exiles. It appears, therefore, unlikely that mail 
from one Serbian camp to the other ·went first to Constantinople for sorting, 
al though we have not seen a cover which would confinn this supposition. 

c. Bizerta, Gallipoli 2 Lenmos. We suspect that mail from these 3 camps would be 
sent first to Constantinople, by steamer, for sorting. 

do Bernadette, Camp Lann, Chataldzha. These camps would presumably send mail 
to Constantinople by train for sorting. MacMillan's Guide of 1910 to the 
area states that trains left Stamboul Station, Constantinople, for San Stefano 
(Bernadette) at intervals ranging from 24 to 58 minutes. 
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e. 

f. 

g. 

Buyuk-Dere, Terepaia. These two villages, on the West coast of the Bosphorus, 
were the sites respectively of the Summer Palaces of the Russian and German 
Embassies before the 1914 War; one wonders whether the camps were located at 
these palaces. It is of interest to note that these 2 camps were the only ones 
to · use the Type 8 cancellation.. Mail was probably sent to Constantinople on 
the Bosphorus steamers which, according to MacMillan's Guide, left Galata 
Bridge, Constantinople, "at frequent intervals" • 

Scutari, Selimie. :Mail from Scutari would presumably reach Constantinople 
by steamer across the Bosphorus, and mail from Selimie close by would presumably 
accompaey it. Haider Pasha ( Selimie) was, according to MacMillan' s Guide, 
the terminus of the Anatolian railway from .Ankara; the British cemetry for 
8,000 Crimean War victims, and Florence Nightingale's hospital are nearby" 

Antigone, Khalki. Prinkipo, Proti, Tuzla. These camps were all sited among 
the Prince's Islands (Kizil Ad.aJ.ar, the "red islands"), and mail was presumably 
sent to Constantinople by the steamers which, according to MacMillan's Guide, 
left Galata Bridge, Constantinople, "morning and afternoon". As the transit 
time for covers from these camps to Constantinople was on average less than 
the time to another camp on the Islands, it is likely that mail was taken 
to Constantinople before it was sorted. 

OBITUARY 

It is with very deep regret we record the death on 22nd. February, 1955 of 
Dr.Wilf'rid Marie .Anthony at a comparitively early age. 

He joined our Society in 1937 and was therefore one of our first members. 
Ever since that time, and until overtaken by ill health about three years ago he 
was one of our most regular attenders, endearing himself to all by his genial 
disposition and quiet humour. 

Philatelically, his interest was Europe and such was his capacity for 
collecting that in every European country he could produce outstanding items, and 
we remenber with great pleasure his wonderful display of Finland when he addressed 
our own Society. 

Essentially a student, he not only had the Philatelic material but 
combired with it a profound knowledge of' all the countries he collected. 

He was President of the Leytonstone, Wan.stead and District Philatelic 
Society and had been a member of the Royal since 1936 becoming later a Fellow of 
that august Society. 

A great nature lover one of his greatest joys was a walk through the woods 
and I recall on his last visit to me , and when a compari ti vely sick man, how he 
completely forgot his "heart", as we walked over very rough ground by a . stream 
through the woods. 
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MUTE CANCELLATIONS OF WORID W.IIR I - PART 4 

By Drc Gregory B. Salisbury 

Since the publication of' the last instalment, Captain S.de Shramchenko 
advanced a thought that FigoA33, or Table A, Noo33 may be Kolushki, and not 
Kolesniki. As the Russian letters are terribly smeared by the obliterating thick 
band o:f the mute, and only the :first three letters can be identif'ied under the 
high power magnification, he may be right. The post of'f'ice would be at the 
Kolushki station, between Warsaw and Petrikovo The time of' use however n:ru.st be 
before 1916 as the station was occupied by the Germans af'ter that time. 

We present three figures as addend.a to Table C. One is a portion of a 
commercially used and identif'ied cover, :from the Freitag Collection showing two 
mutes of' Prilutsl:.. This is Figo35o Note the two heavy rings and bull's eye. 
Note the one to the right, it is almost a three ring mute as there is a white 
spot in the centre of the target. It is similar to Priluki or D3 and Prilutsk 
D4 and 5. One must not :forget these points in studying the mutes as the 
classi:fication often flows :from one table to another. Figure 36, sent by 
W.E.CoKethro for identi:fication, will have to await a cormnercially used cover, to 
correctly place it. Guessing only, we name it a variety of' Nikolaev. Fig. 37 is 
a per:fect exa.nple of' "muting" the regular canceller by obliterating the name. 
This was brought out in the last instalment, when speaking of' doing this to 
cancellers, also to the registry stickers. 

Table D, showing three rings, or same with contents shows DI or 
Cherkassi. This city also has a four ring mute with the inner ring thicker than 
the others. 

D2 is Zenichesk showing a mute of' thicker concentric rings, than that 
of D1. The town is also kn.own as Zenichensk. D3 is Priluki, and it is very 
similar to D4 and 5 already discussed in the second paragraph. There are 
variations of' thickness of the rings. The mute truly belongs to the previous 
table, so does that of Prilutsk, however when the bull's eye registers as a 
small ring, it has to be considered in this group. Prilutsk is in the Poltava 
Province. 

D6 or Berdiansk, besides having the mute vvhich is illustrated here 
has a four ring mute, the outer and the inner rings being thick. There is 
likewise a mute of two parallel heavy bars. Berdiansk also has a mute of' :four 
rings that has a thick outer ring 

D7 or Berdi tchev is places here only as an example of a four ring mute, 
vvhich at times does not register a very thin line, close to the outer heavy 
ring. When this happens, the resulting mute looks like D7. It does not belong 
to the three ring classif'ication. 

D8 is Krivoy Rog, and this mute has some variety of thicknesses of the 
outer ring, depending on the ink and the pressure applied. D9 and D10 show 
these variations. As noted on the Table D, the mute appears in violet or lilac, 
and in black. J..nother mute of' this town has a series of' thin parallel lines 
grouped within a ·circular cr:.c;.;ll'. ~~ · n. 

D11 is Ji tomir, and it is identical with Type One of Lodz and Type Two of' 
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Slonim., The 10 kop Romanov shows the mute on the actual stampc Jitomir also has 
a one ring mute, Fig.20 shows a series of the Jitomir Im1tes on cover and on piece, 
in the Von Scharfenberg Collection owned now by F.Julius Fohs. 

D13 or Sevastopol does not belong in this table except to show that it 
often appears as a three ring mute due to dcy ink, or an ~roperly inked 
canceller, which produces two thin concentric rings instead of the one thicker 
outer ring. 

D14 is Orjechow, and it should be noted that it is the largest three ring 
mute, in the Table D. D15 or Kishinev, of Bessarabia Gubernia is a three ring 
mute with a bull' s eye, shown as a thick, smeared mute in D16, and as a clear 
design in D17. 

D18 shows an interesting mute of Warsaw, to my knowledge not recorded 
previously in any literature. It is composed of two heavy inner rings, and one 
outer thin ring. The name of the city of Warsaw is clearly seen in spite of the 
effort of the canceller to obliterate it. The mute was struck over a regular 
Warsaw postmark. D19 is a similar mute used without the regular city cancellation. 

D21 is a very interesting mute from a small town of Zuya in Tavriz 
Province; details are given in Table D. 

D22 is a Bialostock mute, nicely illustrated in Fig.23 on a coimnercial 
cover from the Frei tag Collection, sent from the Riga Commercial Bank, Bialostock 
Branch to the home office in Riga. Note the arrows pointing to the Imlting of the 
registry postmark, in which the town name is obliterated, but the tell-tale 
commercial envelope renders all this secrecy rather useless. Other mutes of 
Bialostock are the two ring mute with a thick bar enclosed, and a black rectangle 
with the diagonally intersecting white lines, fonning a St.An.drew' s cross. 

D24 is Bereznagovatoe, a small town in Kherson Province, this Im1te is 
very scarce. The mute comes in purple or lilac colour. 

D25 is that of Elisavetgrad, a three ring mute of heavy uniform thickness. 
The identifying commercial envelope is present, and the mutes shown are on the 
back. Note the "Imlting" of the postmark, above and to the right of the two Dn1tes. 
The name of the town is obliterated. 

D26 is a mute of Batum, which is in the collection of R . .A.,Sklarevski. 
It is composed of three rings, and many short lines filling in the spaces between 
the concentric rings. It is very scarce. 

( to be continued) 
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NorES AND QUERIES 

By C.W. Roberts 

A good many months have now passed since Journal Nos .14 & 15 ( double number) 
was in the hands of members, so further replies to the queries raised therein 
are unlikely. 

I have had no reply whatever to the first two queries, but with regard to 
No.3, Mr.Werth has once again kindly sent me some most interesting information. 

He has two .copies of the stamp "For the Postman", one mint and the other 
on cover, both perforated 13, being nearer 13 than 13¼. These stamps were only 
used on Court letters for soDDDOnses. His cover is :from the Court of Justice in 
Vlad.ikavkas addressed to a man Adam Kartynovi tch Mugniev in Kishgar, who is 
summoned to appear in the Court. The letter is registered and bears a 1 Okop 
.Arms type postage stamp and in addition the 15 kop. "For the Postman" stamp and 
the usual Registration label. Both stamps are postmarked "VJ.adikavkas 15 .4 .17." 

These stamps are fixed on the swmnons itself, which is printed on the 
front o'f' a large envelope and any documents referring to the case are inside the 
envelope. The addressee would come to the Court and bring the letter-summons with 
him, as on it was the number (on his entire No.2343) under which the case is to be 
heard. The summons was then presented by the Addressee to theClerk o:f the Court 
and after the case was heard, the swmnons was most likely destroyed or filed with 
the case. That is perhaps 'the reason why so few used copies are found, although 
it should be possible to find these stamps with postmarks from all large towns 
where a Court of Justice sat. 

Since these stamps are known to collectors of Ukraine I will add a few 
remarl<:s on their use there. Al though found on covers I have never yet seen, or 
heard of, a Ukr.ai:ne cover with this stamp on it used for its proper purpose. All 
such covers are either clearly philatelic or possibly 'f'orged. The stamp may also 
be :found with a :forged Kiev Type 2 trident, with and without postmark (?). I 'have 
several copies of this stamp, and all mine are perforated 13 to 13¼. 

The fourth query was another Ukraine item - the status o:f the black 
Zdolbunovo overprint. Dr.Seichter is quite definite that it must be a :forgery, 
and I think he is in all probability quite right. The _normal overprint in violet 
is rare, and the :few copies I have seen are not at all clear, but all the same I 
am quite certain that they were not made with the same hand.stamp as was used to 
make the black overprints. 

The question on perforated initials on Romanov stamps in Journal No oll 
was answered in Journal 14/15. I have also been shown a Russian Levant stamp, · 
No. 87b perforated with the letters O M about 7mm high, which it is suggested might 
stand :for "Orientalnya Potcha". Has anyone any further information? 

Imperial stamps are to be found with a rubber stamp overprint the 
suggestion being that this was done by certain firms to prevent pilfering - much 
the same as stamps in this ani other countries used to be perforated with in.:'±tB.ls -
although it would appear that this was not a normal practice. I have been sent a 
3kop anns type imperf. of 1917 which has a :framed :rubber stamp overprint in violet 
but only a part of it is on the st81Iq? as it is :far too large, and so it would not 



seem likely to be a firm's ma.rko The last part of the word(s) appears to be 
"onzursi" with sore figures well below which cannot be a date, Only part of the 
postmark~ which is on top of the rubber overprint, is visible and it. may be part 
of (VosnJesenkoe, Vol(hynia). Can any member throw any light on this? 

SUDSHA. Schmidt No.4. Sheet. Two types (Transfer 2 x I) Zemstvo 
Two sheets of this issue have been examined by one of our members, one 

has the following setting :-

121212 .1..£ 1 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
121212121 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 '2 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
121212121 
112121212 

The other sheet differs in the top row, which reads:-

121212_g_j_1 

The chief varieties on the sheet are:-

On the 9th stamp . A blob of colour above and to the right of the final 
letter (H) of the inscription at the top , 

On the 79th stamp. The final letter of the inscription at the top reads 
"K" instead of "H" . 

On the 82nd stamp. The figure "5" at top left has a largish blob to 
the right of it, level with the bottom of the figure. 

Has any member a sheet of this stamp, if so does it agree or differ with 
either of the above? 

A stamp has been found on cover, the envelope bearing the name and 
advertisement of a Cosmetic firm at St.Petersburg addressed on an addressographed 
typed stuck-on label to Moscow, The 4kop stamp is S.G.67, Sc.57C, it bears a 
printed overprint (not a handstamp) "2", 5mm high, clearly under the postmark 
which is St.Petersburg 21, dated 8.6,07. The postmark is partly a double strike, 
as both appear to be the same . 

There is no record of this stamp having had such an overprint but has 
any Member any information or suggestion to make? 
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